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Introduction

As we promised in last year’s report,
we haven’t been sitting on our laurels.
Despite the remarkable external challenges
posed by 2021, last year was one of great
progress for us as a business in further
propagating all aspects of our responsible
investment activity.

Our commitment to ‘net zero’ in the near
future once we’ve completed the rigorous
planning stages to enable the business
adaptations required.

In 2021, we ‘put our money where our
mouth is’ in the most important way,
we worked closely with the Quilter
Investment Platform to develop the new
In 2021, we increased the extent of the
WealthSelect Responsible and WealthSelect
engagement we have with our specialist
asset managers around the world and went Sustainable portfolio ranges, which
launched to great adviser interest earlier
further in formalising both how we monitor
and assess their voting activity on our behalf this year. These are the new flagship ranges
for how Quilter approaches ESG investment.
and our own thematic engagement. In an
age of information overload, this has already
helped to greatly improve the investment
transparency of our underlying managers.

A welcome from the Quilter Investors Chief Executive Officer.
Welcome to the second annual Environmental, Social and Governance
(ESG) Report from Quilter Investors. The report provides both a full
update of all our responsible investment activity in 2021 and the ESG
priorities we have agreed across our business going forward.

Externally, we aligned ourselves with
numerous leading industry investor groups
that are driving various initiatives in
responsible investment. In particular,
Quilter Plc joined the Institutional Investors
Group on Climate Change (IIGCC), signing
the Global Investors Statement to
Governments on the Climate Crisis.
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The new WealthSelect
Responsible and
WealthSelect Sustainable
portfolio ranges, launched
to great adviser interest
earlier this year, are the
new flagship for how
Quilter approaches
ESG investment

Steven Levin
CEO
Quilter Investors
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Introduction from the
Head of Responsible Investment
at Quilter Investors

From a Responsible Investment perspective, 2021 was an important
year for Quilter Investors. We continued to build on the foundations
laid down in 2020 - as we worked to ensure that ESG considerations
are truly embedded throughout our business. This has included further
development of our policies around Responsible Investment, Voting
and Engagement as well as an increase in our public commitments,
particularly around climate change.
In 2021, as part of Quilter Plc, we became
members of the Institutional Investors
Group on Climate Change (IIGCC) and
signed the ‘Global Investors Statement to
Governments on the Climate Crisis’. We
have also been working across the Quilter
group of companies to formalise our

approach to climate more generally, with
the aim of announcing a formal
commitment to net zero in the near future.
We have also worked as part of Quilter to
produce our first Task Force on ClimateRelated Financial Disclosures (TCFD) report,
covering 2021.

In terms of Stewardship and Engagement,
this was a key focus for Quilter Investors
in 2021 with the build-out of our
approach to Engagement across our
multi-asset business. As we are a multiasset multi-manager business, our
engagement programme looks at both
our engagement with our managers and
more broader thematic engagement, as
well as their engagement and voting
activity on our behalf. As a result, the
transparency and reporting requirements
of our sub-advised managers has evolved
significantly over the past 12 months.
We were proud to be accepted as
signatories to the FRC Stewardship Code
2020 in the first cohort of signatories, as
part of Quilter Plc, and we continue to be
fully committed to the code’s principles.

We were also proud to be
accepted as signatories to
the FRC Stewardship Code
2020 in the first cohort
of signatories, as part of
Quilter Plc, and continue
to be fully committed to the
code’s principles.

We continued to invest in the responsible
investment team, with the addition of a
dedicated ESG Fund Research Analyst
alongside an additional Responsible
Investment Analyst. We also expanded
our provision of data sets to include
specialist Climate and Impact data, and
have undertaken a huge internal project
to further develop our technological
capabilities in this area.
In addition, 2021 was a key year in terms
of the development of a suite of ESGbadged solutions which launched in
early 2022.

Eimear Toomey
Head of Responsible
Investment
Quilter Investors
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Background,
purpose and
strategy

Our businesses and
operating companies
High Net Worth

Quilter Investors is the multi-asset
investment business of Quilter Plc,
which provides financial advice,
investment solutions and wealth
management to customers in the UK
and selected international markets.

Within the wider Quilter group, we provide
customers and financial advisers with
choice and flexibility over how they access
our solutions and services and most
importantly we put good customer
outcomes first. Our fundamental purpose
is to help create prosperity for the
generations of today and tomorrow, and to
fully realise our purpose and help secure a
more sustainable future, we are committed
to acting and investing responsibly. Our
approach is framed by our Shared
Prosperity Plan, of which Responsible
Investment forms a core part.
At Quilter Investors we specialise in the
creation and management of multi-asset
investment portfolios. Multi-asset
investing, at its simplest, is blending
together investments across geographies,
asset classes and sectors into a portfolio.
We have extensive relationships with the
industry’s leading investment
professionals, enabling the investment
team to access strategies from fund
management groups worldwide.

As a young and vibrant business with access
to a variety of global fund managers, Quilter
Investors has prioritised the embedding of
ESG Considerations and Responsible
Investment. This has involved focusing our
objectives, and strengthening our identity,
around an awareness of the broader
impacts of our investment activities and
the preferences of those who trust us with
their future interests. As such, ESG and
Responsible Investment is aligned with our
overall purpose and forms a core part of
our long-term strategy.

Quilter Cheviot
Quilter Private Client Advisers

Affluent

Quilter Investors
Quilter Investment Platform
Quilter Financial Planning

Our fundamental purpose
is to help create prosperity
for the generations of
today and tomorrow,
and to fully realise our
purpose and help secure a
more sustainable future.
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Our investment
approach and beliefs

Fundamentally our objective is to generate wealth for our customers,
by focusing on producing long-term sustainable risk-adjusted returns.
Our investment approach can be summarised as follows:
The following principles underpin our approach to Responsible Investment.
Experts in diversification

Good corporate governance is central to
long-term investing and a well-functioning
investment market.

We are long-term investors and have a duty to be responsible stewards of our investors’ assets. As such we consider strong
corporate governance to be an important factor when allocating capital to managers.

Seeking out opportunity

ESG Considerations should be embedded
throughout the entire business.

We are working to ensure that ESG Considerations and our Responsible Investment approach is meaningfully incorporated and
reflected throughout our entire business and not just in activities that are directly part of the investment process. This is also
something we look for in the managers we invest in and those we appoint to manage funds for us.

ESG Considerations impact the whole
investment process.

We believe ESG Considerations can have a role across the investment process from selecting managers and portfolio
construction through to ongoing monitoring.

Climate change is a particularly important
factor to consider in investing.

We place particular importance on climate change in how we think about investment and recognise both the impact that
climate-related risks can have on investment returns, as well as the role investment plays in the transition to a low carbon
economy. We are working to prioritise climate-related factors more meaningfully in everything we do.

A fund-of-funds approach to ESG
Integration involves assessment at the
overall portfolio level as well as of the
underlying funds.

As a result, we seek to assess managers individually on their integration of ESG factors and, in addition, to monitor the overall
ESG exposures and characteristics of our portfolios.

Philosophy, process, people and portfolio.

When selecting managers, we look at whether Responsible Investment is part of their investment philosophy; whether/ how
ESG Considerations are integrated throughout the investment process; and the investment team’s experience and
understanding of Responsible Investment, as well as available resources for implementation. This is in addition to
understanding exactly what the manager holds within the strategy itself.

Differing approaches to ESG Integration
may be equally appropriate.

Though we have minimum requirements that we apply to our managers, we are mindful that differing approaches to ESG
Integration can be equally valid depending on asset class, investment style, manager size or investment geography, and we
adapt our expectations accordingly. This is particularly relevant when considering ESG Integration in Passive Investing.

Transparency and collaboration.

As far as possible, we expect managers to be fully transparent with us so that we can assess their investment capabilities as
well as form a view on other important factors such as corporate culture, diversity, equality and inclusion, remuneration,
training and succession plans.

We blend together investments across geographies, asset classes, and sectors to
achieve specific client outcomes.

We invest in strategies, run by high-quality managers, across equities, bonds,
and alternatives using both active and passive allocations.

Market reach

Our relationships and expertise enable us to access specialist managers that
would normally be unavailable to individual investors.

Managing risk

Our portfolios are actively managed to ensure they remain aligned to their
objective and risk profile.

Robust governance

We regularly assess our portfolios to monitor the liquidity, trading and risk levels
against the investment guidelines

Responsible Investment and the incorporation of ESG Considerations are a natural
part of this approach. Our overarching Responsible Investment philosophy is
therefore, that the integration of ESG Considerations into our investment process
is a critical part of generating long-term, risk-adjusted and sustainable returns for
our investors.
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Our investment
approach and beliefs
The Financial Reporting Council
(FRC) Stewardship Code

Quilter Investors supports the principles of the Financial Reporting Council
(FRC) Stewardship Code and is a signatory to the UK Stewardship Code
2020 as part of Quilter Plc group. As part of the Quilter Plc group, we are
also signatories to the UN Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI).
Our philosophy and investment approach aligns with the expectations and
guidance of both the PRI and the FRC Code.

Principles for asset owners
and asset managers
The UN Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI)

Principle 1
Principle 2

We will incorporate ESG issues into investment analysis and decision-making processes.

Purpose and governance
1. Purpose, strategy and culture
2. Governance, resources and incentives
3. Conflicts of interest

We will be active owners and incorporate ESG issues into our ownership policies and practices.

4. Promoting well-functioning markets
5. Review and assurance

Principle 3

We will seek appropriate disclosure on ESG issues by the entities in which we invest.

Investment approach
6. Client and beneficiary needs

Principle 4
Principle 5

We will promote acceptance and implementation of the Principles within the investment industry.

We will work together to enhance our effectiveness in implementing the Principles.

7. Stewardship, investment and
ESG Integration
8. M
 onitoring managers and service
providers

Engagement

Principle 6

We will each report on our activities and progress towards implementing the Principles.

More detail about how we align with these Principles is included in our Responsible Investment Policy.

9. Engagement
10. Collaboration
11. Escalation

Exercising rights and responsibilities
12. Exercising rights and responsibilities
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How we invest
responsibly

2021 - Year in review:

In 2021, we have continued to
develop and deepen Quilter
Investors’ approach to Responsible
Investment, which is captured
in our updated Responsible
Investment Policy.

Public commitments

Our approach is underpinned by our
Responsible Investment principles where
we believe that ESG Considerations should
be integrated across the investment
process. In 2021, we continued to evolve
how ESG Considerations are factored into
the investment and governance processes.
The formalised reporting and regular
scrutiny by the Management investment
Forum (MIF), and formal internal ESG
integration and stewardship ratings now
completed on each of our managers as
part of the fund research process, are just
two examples of how our processes
continue to mature. Nonetheless, this
development will be ongoing and remains
dynamic as markets develop, data evolves,
and requirements change.

ESG-related enhancements to our investment process

With respect to climate change specifically,
this is a particularly important area of focus
In 2021, Quilter was part of the first wave
for us. In 2021, we publicly stated our
of signatories to the UK Stewardship Code
commitment to the goals of the Paris
2020. We also joined the Institutional
Agreement, which include securing global
Investors Group on Climate Change (IIGCC).
net zero carbon emissions by 2050. Climate
As part of our aim to promote best practice Action is a key pillar of activity within our
and seek to address issues that require
ambition to become a leader in responsible
collective effort and action, Quilter Plc
wealth management, which means acting
supported collaborative action on climate
and investing responsibly for our
change by signing a public statement,
customers, colleagues, communities, and
drafted by seven leading and respected
the environment. In 2022, we will
responsible investor organisations (including supplement our existing activity with our
PRI, CDP and IIGCC). This statement, which
formal climate action plan, which will
was addressed to governments, calls for a
outline how we align our operations and
commitment to domestic mid-century, net
investments across Quilter with these
zero emissions targets with interim targets
targets. We are following guidance for
and roadmaps; implementation of domestic financial institutions from SBTi published in
policies and incentives to deliver these
April 2021 and the Investor Agenda to
targets; and for climate risk disclosures to be shape our strategy, as well as identifying
made mandatory. The letter was published
other opportunities where we can
in June ahead of the G7 summit and was
influence positive change.
used as a basis for engagement with
Data
governments at key policy moments in
the lead up to COP26.
We have added specialist data sets on
climate data and alignment with the
Climate
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG)
Achieving net zero emissions by 2050 will
as additional data inputs into our ESG
represent another powerful commitment
dashboards and for our third-party
to the goals of the Paris Agreement and we fund research.
will closely follow the development of the
In addition, we have embarked on a major
Science Based Target initiative (SBTi) net
project to develop more sophisticated
zero standard for financial institutions
ESG dashboards to enable us to have a
through 2022. The SBTi are due to publish
comprehensive view of our investments at
this guidance for the financial sector in
the portfolio, underlying fund, and
early 2023 and, once released, we will
underlying holding level. A key challenge
review our strategy and assess how we
has been the procurement of reliable
can strengthen our activities to align with
underlying holdings data across multiple
their recommendations.
asset classes. This is a challenge that the
industry more broadly struggles with and
complete underlying data is unlikely across

all asset classes. Nevertheless we have
worked hard throughout the year to
improve and increase coverage and data
quality given the importance of this to
meaningful ESG integration.

Exclusions and controversies
We take a selective approach to
exclusionary screening criteria as, in
general, we believe most clients wish to
retain broad market exposure. The only
blanket exclusion we do employ for all
investments relates to cluster bombs and
anti-personnel land mines, as these are
subject to international conventions and
law. Where existence of a formal policy had
not been confirmed, we sent an attestation
letter for underlying managers to sign to
confirm adherence to our firmwide
exclusion on Cluster Munitions/AntiPersonnel Mines.
For funds that have clear Responsible
Investment objectives, more specific
negative screens may also be applied.
Typically, these could relate to activities that
we feel are unsustainable, such as tobacco
production, and which may either be
excluded completely or subject to tolerance
bands, such as revenue contribution,
depending on the strategy.
We also monitor all our strategies for
exposure to controversial activities
including, but not limited to suspected
violations of the UN Global Compact
(UNGC); thermal coal; oil sands; military
contracting and armaments; and tobacco
production. While we currently do not
explicitly set thresholds for allowable levels
of exposure to such areas, we do regularly
monitor and manage our risk exposure to
these activities.
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Our team

We have a number of personnel
either wholly or partly dedicated
to ESG within the company. At
Quilter Plc level, our interim
Chief Investment Officer, oversees
the Responsible Business and
Responsible Investment Strategy.
A group-wide Responsible Investment
Steering Committee is in place, gathering
together senior leaders across the business
to ensure the overall direction of travel for
ESG is coherent and aligned throughout the

firm. Underpinning this, and driving our
work on Responsible Investment and ESG,
are designated ESG leads across the
individual Quilter Plc businesses that form
the Quilter Responsible Wealth Manager
Working Group. This includes the Head of
Responsible Investment at both Quilter
Investors and Quilter Cheviot, as well as
senior individuals representing Quilter
Investment Platform and Quilter Financial
Planning. Additionally, feeding into this are
Working Groups specifically focused on
climate change and ESG Regulations. These
are comprised of a broader cross-section of
individuals across the business.

Quilter Investors
Investment Team
The Quilter Investors investment
team has substantial experience in
running multi-asset solutions. The
eight portfolio managers report to
the Chief Investment Officer and
are supported by additional
specialists.

Quilter Investors has prioritised ESG and
Responsible Investment by building up both
dedicated expertise as well as local ESG
champions. We have a core team of
dedicated ESG professionals that includes a
Head of Responsible Investment, a
Responsible Investment Analyst and an ESG
Quantitative Analyst focused on the use of
quantitative ESG data throughout the
business. In addition, we have a dedicated
ESG project delivery manager who supports
the implementation of the broader
Responsible Investment programme
throughout the business. We also have an
ESG Fund Research Analyst sitting in the

Quilter Investors investment team who
focuses on research and has predominantly
been working on the enhanced
WealthSelect portfolios and holdings.
The Investment Fund Research team that
supports our business also has two further
dedicated ESG Fund Research Analysts. In
addition to this, each fund research team
member has specific responsibility to review
and incorporate ESG Integration in their
fund assessment work.
Working in collaboration with the Quilter
Investors Responsible Investment team, we
have a number of people from across the
business whose roles incorporate significant

ESG responsibilities. These are our local ESG
champions and are outlined in the Quilter
Investors ESG organisation chart. This
includes a portfolio manager with an ESG
specialism who takes a leading role within
the investment team on sustainable and
responsible investment as well as working
on WealthSelect specifically. This ensures a
balance of dedicated specialists as well as
maintaining collaboration from the business
with a wider number of internal stakeholders
truly understanding the implications of
ESG factors.

works very closely in partnership with the
investment team and the ESG Fund
Research Analyst and specialist ESG
portfolio manager within the investment
team. We believe that ESG considerations
should be embedded, understood and
considered right across the broader
business and that senior level ownership is
critical for Responsible Investment to be
credible. Our structure reflects this.

The Responsible Investment Team also now
formally sits within the investment team and

Quilter Investors Responsible Investment Team
Quilter Investors Managing Director

Head of Responsible Investment

Quilter Investors - Other ESG
Specialist & ESG Champions
Investment Fund Research
(ESG Specialist)
Investment Fund Research
(ESG Specialist)
Product (ESG Champion)

The Quilter Investors responsible investment team
also includes four dedicated specialists.

Compliance (ESG Champion)
Organisational Due Diligence
(ESG Champion)
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Thematic Priorities

Our thematic priorities across
Quilter are shown below. There
are key megatrends that we believe
may be material to longer-term
sustainable investment returns
for our customers and have the
potential to have a significant
impact on other stakeholders and
the planet as a whole. As such,
these are increasingly considered
as part of the ESG Integration and
Stewardship work undertaken by
Quilter Investors.

Climate Change
This includes clean energy and technology (and conversely thermal coal and fossil fuels)
as well as reforestation/deforestation (palm oil and palm plantations) and emerging
natural climate solutions. This includes understanding companies’ net zero ambitions
as well as decarbonisation plans
UN Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) Alignment

People & Human Rights
Human rights in employment in areas such as decent work and pay, human rights in
the supply chain, and health and safety. This also encompasses diversity and inclusion
– incorporating issues such as gender equality but also broader diversity themes.
SDG Alignment

Water
This incorporates areas such as access to clean water for communities, clean oceans
and water pollution (recycling). In addition, this also encompasses water stress and
intensity (particularly caused or impacted by corporates), water usage and responsible
consumption/production.
SDG Alignment

Quilter Investors ESG Report 2021
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Stewardship

Stewardship of our clients’ assets is a core part of our Responsible
Investment programme and is an issue that we take seriously at Quilter
Investors as a signatory to the FRC Stewardship Code as part of Quilter
Plc group. We invest predominantly in other funds, including open and
closed-ended funds, and sub-advised mandates. In this section, we outline
Quilter Investors’ Stewardship activities for 2021, with a particular focus
on Engagement and Voting.

ESG Risk & Exposure

Engagement approach
As a predominantly funds-based investor, we engage closely with our managers to determine
how effectively they engage on our behalf. Engagement is an ongoing conversation. This
collaborative approach allows us to build rapport and develop mutual respect. It enables us
to better understand the managers we are investing with and their approach. It’s also
through this direct dialogue that we believe we can exert influence and make a difference
Given that we predominantly invest through funds, our Engagement process is executed in
three main ways:

As part of our engagement framework, we conduct engagements across five key pillars as
set out in the diagram below. This incorporates the Quilter Plc thematic priorities of Climate
Change, People and Human Rights and Water, which form important engagement priorities
within our overall engagement strategy.

ESG Risk & Exposure
ESG risk management

Our Engagement process is executed in three ways:

Fund Level Engagement:

We can be agents for change by challenging the ways our managers and their
companies manage their ESG risks and opportunities. If we support our managers
to encourage their companies to operate more sustainably, not only should this
lead to better investment outcomes, but ultimately will create more positive
outcomes for society and the environment.

Closed-End Funds:

Investment in these vehicles confers voting rights that can be used in conjunction
with continued dialogue. If we feel an issue is not being addressed though Engagement,
we will use our rights to vote for change at an Annual General Meeting (AGM) or
Extraordinary General Meeting (EGM).

Sub-Advised Mandates:
With respect to our sub-advised mandates, we expect a robust stewardship process to
be executed on our behalf and for Engagement activities to be disclosed. We will work
collaboratively with these managers on specific issues and exposures

S
 pecific exposures - thermal coal or controversial weapons

ESG Integration

Adherence to international standards

This refers to the analysis and rating of
manager integration of ESG factors into the
investment process. The objective of this
pillar is to ensure we understand the level of
ESG Integration within the investment
process and engage with managers to
encourage and challenge them to integrate
ESG factors more fully.

Thematic Priorities
C
 limate Change - emissions and reduction targets
P
 eople & Human rights - UNGC human rights principles
W
 ater - Water intensity, impact on biodiversity

ESG Integration
A
 nalysis and rating of
manager integration of
ESG into investment
process

Voting
A
 ctive participation
as shareholders
Manager reporting
on voting activities

This refers to ESG risk management, looking
at specific exposures held by managers.
(For example those in controversial areas
such as thermal coal or controversial
weapons or where there is exposure to
high/severe ESG risks or significant
controversies; or where there is a suspected
breach of international standards). The
objective of this pillar is to ensure that we
understand how the manager is managing
and factoring in these risks into their
portfolios and what that means for our own
exposure. A key objective also is enabling
the Quilter Investors portfolio managers to
have a clearer understanding of the
potential risks their investments may be
exposed to, so that they can integrate these
ESG insights and factors into investment
decision making.

Transparency &
Reporting
A
 ctive oversight of
engagement and
voting activities across
strategies

Thematic priorities
This refers to engagement on thematic
issues that Quilter Plc has identified as a
priority. These will sit within the pillars of
Climate Change, People and Human Rights
and Water. These are longer-term
engagements where we work with our

managers to collaboratively engage on key
thematic issues. A key priority for 2022 will
be ensuring that there is engagement with
companies that we are exposed to that are
carbon intensive. We believe it is vital that
such companies, develop transition plans to
reduce their carbon intensity and negative
climatic impacts.

Voting
This refers to our active participation as
shareholders, effectively using our vote to
be responsible stewards of our customer’s
capital. The objective of this pillar is to use
our vote effectively to support Responsible
Investment principles and to engage with
managers in advance of votes to lobby for
change where required.

Transparency & Reporting:
This refers to the reporting requirements of
our managers to ensure they provide us
with the transparency to ensure they are
delivering and running portfolios as we
would expect and to help articulate and flag
their approach to any particular risks. The
objective of this pillar is to have active
oversight of Engagement and Voting
activities across strategies carried out on
our behalf and to challenge and interrogate
strategies to ensure managers are
managing our assets appropriately.
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Stewardship
Engagement Examples

Opposite we have outlined some
examples of our Engagement
during 2021. In line with the
Shareholders Rights Directive II
(SRD II) disclosure regulations
we will, in the majority of cases,
include the name of the company
or fund. In some cases, we
may not do so, as this would be
unhelpful in the long-term to the
ongoing Engagement process.

Engagement on ESG Integration

BioPharma Credit plc

Quilter Investors Asia ex-Japan

Objective: To ensure ESG risks and good

Objective: Establish and encourage a high Objective: To continue to understand

stewardship are properly implemented
with policy and process.

level of ESG integration with the manager.

Over a series of meetings with the Head of
When we first met with BioPharma Credit’s ESG, and the manager of this fund, we
management team at Pharmakon regarding discussed the level of ESG integration
ESG last year, a new ESG policy had been
demonstrated in the investment process.
developed in response to investor
With some variability across the firm, we
requests. Over the course of this year, we
established that, even in this challenging
have continued engagement with the
asset class, the Asia ex-Japan fund is
company regarding the implementation of
managed at an advanced level of
the policy, and to discuss our developing
integration. Over the following six months,
expectations of managers. The company
detailed discussions focused on specific
are now committed to becoming
names held in the portfolio, such as Larsen
signatories to the PRI and are preparing to
& Toubro and Posco, and we were
respond to learning outcomes from this
comfortable with the analysis of the team
process, including possibly increasing ESG
for including these and the positive
resource at the company.
trajectory of the ESG profile.

Outcome: We continue to follow

Biopharma’s progress and expect to speak
with them again as they complete the
PRI membership.

Outcome: As this will continue to be a

challenging and evolving asset class, we will
continue to monitor the portfolio and
engage with the manager as necessary.

Pacific Asset Management:
North of South
developments in the formalisation of the
manager’s approach to ESG integration.
This boutique manager considers ESG
factors with their analysis and valuation of
companies and is genuinely committed to
sustainability. When speaking with the
team last year, however, they were still
formalising policies and procedures for
their approach. This year, the manager
has continued to develop processes and
is expecting their first PRI rating this year.
They have committed to going Carbon
Neutral as a business, are assessing
suitability of external data sources for
emerging market small and mid-caps
and are actively engaging with clients
to properly understand their priorities
regarding sustainable investing. They are
also actively planning to upgrade to FRC
Stewardship Code 2020 (they were
signatories to the previous 2012 code).

Outcome: We continue to monitor and

encourage progress.

Fidelity Asia

Artemis UK Income

Objective: Follow up on feedback given

Objective: Formalisation of enhanced

at a previous meeting.

We had given feedback previously that we
want to see the manager build up his ESG
expertise and consider environmental and
social issues within his own investment
decision making, even if the firm’s research
analysts integrate ESG factors within their
analysis. There are some enhancements
being made to the firm’s analyst ratings
that may help to communicate
environmental and social risks and
opportunities alongside governance
factors. It was also noted that the manager
will be participating in training on ESG
integration. Nonetheless we still see the
manager’s consideration of environmental
and social factors to be lacking and have
again given feedback on this.

Outcome: We have a follow up meeting

scheduled with the firm’s Head of
Sustainability and will meet again with the
manager in three to six months’ time to
assess the progress made.

ESG approach to be considered for
inclusion in Quilter’s Responsible
Funds Lists.

As Quilter Investors considered the Artemis
UK Income fund for inclusion in the
WealthSelect Responsible portfolios,
meetings with the manager in 2021 and an
internal review revealed that the manager
was integrating ESG sufficiently in-line with
the requirement of a Responsible
categorisation. However, there were no
formal policies around this. We engaged
with the manager on this and emphasised
the preference for exclusionary criteria on
specific unsustainable activities to
formalise their ESG process.

Outcome: In response to this, the

manager has launched a ‘responsible’
version of the fund whereby formal
exclusionary criteria are implemented.
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Stewardship
Engagement on
ESG Risk and Exposure

Transparency and Reporting

Thematic Priorities

Quilter Investors Natural Resources Quilter Investors Global Equity
(Janus Henderson) and Quilter
Value Fund (Redwheel)
Investors Large Cap Equity Value
Objective: To better understand
(BNY Mellon) Funds on Angloconsideration of climate, carbon and
American/Thungela
transition risk and any action taken.

Quilter Investors Emerging
Markets Equity Growth

Quilter Investors Equity 1
(Jupiter)

Sub-advisors and
strategic partners

Objective: To address a holding in

Objective: Continuation of engagement

Objective: To promote transparency in

Tata & Sons, which was flagging as
non-compliant to UNGC principles
through our monitoring process.

This sub-advised strategy managed by JP
Morgan, flagged exposure to Tata & Sons,
which is considered as non-compliant to
UNGC principles by our third-party
research provider, Sustainalytics. As the
manager’s position in Tata Consulting
Services is 72% owned by Tata & Sons, who
also own Tata Advanced Systems Limited,
which is involved in the nuclear weapons
programme in India, Sustainalytics have
assigned non-compliance to all companies,
since India is not a signatory of the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty. On addressing this
with JP Morgan, they took active steps to
engage with both the company Tata
Consulting Services, to confirm that there
was no involvement in this programme and
no cross shareholding or material revenue
from Tata Advanced Systems. Furthermore,
the manager engaged with Sustainalytics to
better understand the rationale for
including the company as non-compliant.
Sustainalytics have acknowledged that this
results from their framework for linking
company structures rather than a true
representation of Tata Consultancy
Services own compliance with the UNGC.

Outcome: We are now taking the

outcomes of this engagement into account
in our own monitoring processes and will
continue to discuss with Sustainalytics their
UNGC framework.

with Jupiter and Boohoo to ensure
continuous reform and policy
implementation to meet acceptable
standards for human and labour rights
through the supply chain.

We have exposure to Boohoo through a
significant holding in the Quilter Investors
Equity 1 Fund, managed by Jupiter Asset
Management. As a result, last year we
worked with Jupiter on an extensive
engagement programme with the company
following allegations around poor working
practices. These issues led to an outbreak
of coronavirus and resulted in significant
press attention and further evidence of
poor practice in the company’s supply
chain and disclosures. We worked with the
team at Jupiter to agree and plan priorities
for engagement and have found
meaningful progress has been made in
these areas, including setting aside funding
to implement expediated improvements
recommended by the independent review
by the Queen’s Counsel lawyer Alison
Levitt. This year, we have continued to
monitor that these improvements are on
track and work with Jupiter to further turn
attention to pay reforms within the
company, including the addition of ESG
metrics within management pay structures,
which are centred on the company’s
Agenda for Change.

Outcome: We continue to engage in

ongoing monitoring with Jupiter.

stewardship of assets through regular
systematic reporting.

Since the beginning of this year, we have
been requesting more detailed quarterly
reporting from partners managing assets
on our behalf through a sub-advised
strategy. This has allowed us to get a better
understanding of the general approach to
responsible investment for each strategy
and any restrictions or ESG performance
metrics applied, but in particular the voting,
engagement and stewardship activities
undertaken. Our partners have been very
responsive to these requests and we have
seen a high level of transparency in the
reporting. Through this we are able to see,
for example, that a number of companies
are actively engaged with by several firms
at once on our behalf, such as Rio Tinto
relating to their management of the Juukan
damn controversies, YumChina in relation
to food safety and packaging, as well as
emerging themes, such as tailings
management in the mining industry and
strengthening governance in
pharmaceuticals. We are also able to
understand our partners’ priorities and
collective initiatives allowing us to identify
appropriate areas of collaboration.

Outcome: We are developing a more

thorough understanding of how our
sub-advised assets are being managed,
thematic priorities that are emerging and
opportunities for improvement or
collaboration.

Objective: To understand the managers’

views and actions relating to the
demerger of thermal coal assets from
their Anglo-American holdings.

When Anglo American announced its
intention to demerger thermal coal assets
to Thungela, we felt it important to
understand the views on the action of our
sub-advisors with holdings in the company.
Both managers, Janus Henderson and BNY
Mellon, considered the positive ESG
perspective to be beneficial for long-term
shareholder value and in line with the
company’s aspirations to be a leader for
sustainability in the mining sector. Both
retained Anglo American selling off the
demerged thermal coal interest.

Outcome: This has resulted in a

significant reduction in exposure to
thermal coal assets across several
Quilter Investors’ portfolios.

We requested more detail as to what
extent the manager considers the overall
carbon risk profile of the fund and
whether/how company carbon emissions
influence their investment decision-making.
Additionally, we asked for information on
how the climate scenario alignment for the
portfolio is considered and how climate
transition risks are managed, particularly in
relation to the fund’s oil and gas holdings.
We also requested further detail on how
they consider holdings that are
contributors to carbon emissions, thermal
coal, and stranded asset risk. Exposures
within the portfolio were discussed, along
with associated level of revenue risk and
stranded asset risk. Holdings contribution
to overall portfolio emissions was outlined
and rationale provided in relation to the
role they play in being part of the solution
rather than a permanent disruptor.

Outcome: We monitor exposures and

engagement activities on this fund
through Redwheel’s quarterly reporting.
In November 2021, Redwheel became
a support investor in the engagement
initiative with Shell coordinated by
Climate Action 100+ for which the
managers of this fund have led the firm’s
efforts. We will continue to engage with
regard to other exposures where actions
have not been reported.

Collaborative Engagement
on Conflict Minerals
Objective: Via the PRI collaboration

platform we joined an engagement
regarding conflict minerals within the
semi-conductor supply chain to improve
best practice on sourcing.
We supported a collaborative engagement,
led by Stewart Investors, when they sought
investor signatories to a letter to semiconductor companies to take leadership
roles in improving best practice for
sourcing of conflict minerals. Addressing
this issue is well aligned with Quilter
Investors’ thematic priorities on human
rights. As such, we also engaged with our
strategic partners to encourage further
investor support for this letter to 26
companies calling for specific actions
including innovating solutions for improved
traceability, to take a firmer stance on noncompliance and improve recycling and
transparency in the supply chain. This
engagement opened discussions for
further collaboration on this important
topic and resulted in four more firms
signing the letter for engagement, including
JP Morgan, Redwheel, Fidelity and Jupiter
representing substantial assets under
management (AUM). The letter
representing a collective total of $6.59trn
in AUM, was sent in November 2021.

Outcome: We expect to hear collated

company responses and to participate with our strategic partners - in evolving this
engagement in the first quarter of 2022.
In the meantime, we are developing a better
understanding of the position of each of our
sub-advisers on this topic and insights as to
how we can inform development of this
engagement over the next year.
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Stewardship
Voting-related engagement
Geode (via Fidelity)

BlackRock

Ediston Property

Objective: To open discussions with

Objective: Update on Blackrock’s firm

Objective: To discuss the proposed

passive product providers to ensure all
possible active ownership activities, such
as voting, are being implemented.

wide stewardship approach.

From a fund research perspective, we had
a call with BlackRock’s Head of Global
Meetings with Fidelity’s passive product
Stewardship who joined in May 2020.
provider, Geode, last year indicated plans for BlackRock have taken several steps this
improvement with respect to voting policy,
year to improve their transparency and
process and resource. In ongoing discussions provide more clarity about their priorities
this year, we consider Geode to have made
and how they will be acting against those
significant progress towards improving their
who do not make the improvements
stewardship approach and activities. The
requested of them. They have taken voting
company has hired several individuals,
action against companies that in their view
particularly Voting Analysts, and have added
have not met TCFD standards asked of
organisational structures to incorporate
them in 2018. We discussed the criticisms
governance and to organise around initiatives outlined in a recent Majority Action report
and partnerships. Where voting is such an
regarding BlackRock’s lack of support for
important area for a passive provider, we
climate related shareholder resolutions as
were encouraged to see some development
well as lack of support for many of the
in voting policies and pooled engagements.
Climate Action 100+ shareholder votes.
Direct company engagements have also
Outcome: We felt the reasons given as to
increased and tracking and rating methods
why we can expect them to vote on more
are being developed.
resolutions and receive less criticism going
Outcome: We expect to see further
forward sounded reasonable, and we will
development of specific voting and
be looking for this to be evident in their
engagement policies for environmental and voting in the year ahead.
social matters, and further recruitment of
individuals with ESG credentials into the
business to develop the ESG Committee.

remuneration restructure presented at
the 2021 AGM and recommended to vote
against by our proxy voting service.
We engaged with Ediston ahead of their
AGM. One non-executive director (NED)
will receive an additional salary per
quarter. At the same time, the Annual
Management Charge (AMC) paid to
Ediston will reduce by the same amount
per quarter. Furthermore, 20% of Edison’s
AMC will be used to buy shares in the
market (each quarter). While the increase
in fee does complicate NED fee structures,
we believe this is intended to recognise an
increased contribution from one board
member. On the basis that there is no
financial impact for shareholders following
the increase in the director’s fee and we
regarded an increase in remuneration to
have a sound rationale, we were
comfortable to vote in support of this,
against the recommendation of our proxy
voting service.

Outcome: Through our early involvement

in the consultation period of the executive
remuneration policy we were able to
encourage adjustments to the originally
proposed changes, including better
pension contribution alignment and
removal of a proposed increase to the
long-term variable pay

We expect to see
further development
of specific voting and
engagement policies
for environmental
and social matters.
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Voting

Within Quilter Investors we vote
on all resolutions at all AGMs
and EGMs globally (unless we
are restricted from doing so,
for example in share-blocked
jurisdictions). Our investment
team reviews all resolutions ahead
of shareholder meetings and we
only decide how to vote after due
consideration and discussion.
As a rule, we aim to discuss and resolve
any concerns with management before
deciding to abstain or vote against a
resolution. We review all resolutions that
are tabled and take an active involvement
where necessary. For example, we may
disagree with the recommendations of
directors and/or third-party proxy
advisers/administrators, and when
appropriate we will amend our voting
attentions accordingly and provide a
rationale for why we have done so in our
voting reports. We wholeheartedly
recognise the importance of voting,
especially given that we are a significant
investor in the closed-ended fund sector.

Where Quilter Investors delegates the
investment management of a fund to
another manager (via a sub-advised
arrangement), it is important for the
manager to align engagement and voting
with the investment strategy. Due
diligence is undertaken on these asset
management firms by our independent
fund research team in order to assess
their approach to stewardship and
responsible investment. We expect our
managers to vote at shareholder meetings
on our behalf. As with investment
decisions, our managers have complete
discretion on how to vote. As a minimum
standard, we expect our managers to
execute proxy votes where possible. We
aim to use voting as a means of
engagement and escalation in relation to
climate-related topics and will exercise our
proxy voting powers on climate-related
resolutions to support the key areas of
climate change transparency, reporting
and disclosures, climate strategy and
climate-related governance.

Our voting activity in 2021:
Within Quilter Investors during 2021 we voted at 137 company meetings across 684 resolutions.
We consider the recommendations of our proxy service provider in our voting decisions, but we apply our own views to the voting policy
and will not always follow recommendations if we feel it is in the best interests of our customers to take a different course of action.

E
 urope ex UK - with management 54.5%

Management
resolutions
voted in 2021

W
 ith management
recommendation 96%
A
 gainst management
recommendation 4%

Breakdown of
resolutions be
geography

U
 K - with management 39.6%
E
 urope ex UK - against management 2.8%
N
 orth America - with management 1.5%
N
 orth America - against management 0.9%
U
 K - against management 0.7%

Topics where
we have voted
against
management

B
 oard structure 53%
Remuneration 21%
O
 ther Business 11%
A
 udit and accounts 7%
C
 apital structure 4%
Corporate transactions 4%

Shareholder
proposals
supported
in 2021

Environmental matters 50%
Social and ethical matters 50%
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Voting

Public policy
engagement/
collaborations

Voting activity examples
Below are examples where, in 2021, we took voting decisions against
management, following active Engagement with the company.

As part of Quilter Plc, we are signatories to the PRI and we have made a commitment to embed Responsible
Investment principles across our business, as well as to work together as institutional investors to promote
and advance Responsible Investment in the industry.

Alternative Income REIT PLC

Berkshire Hathaway Inc.

Eurazeo SE

Meeting Date: 30 November 2021

Meeting Date: 1 May 2021

Meeting Date: 28 April 2021

Vote instruction: Vote against election

Vote instruction: Vote on Report on

Vote instruction: Vote against approval

of Director.

Potential independence issue has been
identified and he currently sits on the
Audit Committee, and the composition of
this Committee does not adhere to UK
best practice recommendations for a
company of this size.

APQ Global Ltd.
Meeting Date: 31 August 2021
Vote instruction: Vote against election
of Directors and against approval of
Directors remuneration.

After continued engagement with the
company this year, and a vote against
approval of directors remuneration last
year, we continued discussions with the
manager to request increased clarity on
executive board structure and
independence. There has also been
a lack of detail in explaining recent
performance, and we voted against
the re-election of directors, as well as
against approval of remuneration.

Climate-Related Risks and Opportunities
Vote on Publishing Annually a Report
Assessing Diversity and Inclusion Efforts.
We also voted to support two shareholder
proposals (against management
recommendations). The first related to
reporting on climate risks and opportunities.
An assessment of the company’s climaterelated risks and opportunities would allow
shareholders to better understand how the
company is managing systemic risks posed
by climate change and the transition to a low
carbon economy.
A vote to support a second shareholder
proposal on diversity and inclusion report
was also warranted given the absence of
information regarding comprehensive
company diversity-related policies,
programmes or metrics; and the potential
benefits for shareholders of increased
reporting of diversity-related efforts and
programme effectiveness.

of Auditors’ Special Report on RelatedParty Transactions; Remuneration Policy
of Members of Management Board;
Board Compensation; Authorisation
of Repurchase of up to 10% of Issued
Share Capital.
The level of disclosure on the bonus’
qualitative criteria lies below market
standards, while their weights are
significant; and the company does not
specify the targets to be reached for all
the criteria attached to granted shares.
This resolution warrants a vote against
as the share repurchase program can be
continued during a takeover period.
A vote against this proposal is warranted
since it is impossible to ascertain whether
the co-investment plans are in
shareholders’ best interests.

Eurovestech Plc
Meeting Date: 23 July 2021
Vote instruction: Vote against issue

of equity.

Issues with lack of transparency especially
given the illiquidity of the stock.

This ethos is directly aligned with Quilter
Plc’s core values that drive the way we
behave towards customers, advisers and
each other.

Pioneering
Leading change and driving growth from
the front, positively challenging industry
convention to create new and rewarding
opportunities for our customers and
ourselves.

Dependable
Using our expertise, care and judgement
to guide us, and our customers through
complex and challenging times, determined
to take people to a better place in their
financial future.

Stronger together
Using our diversity and our relationships –
learning from each other – to create one
business with better opportunities for our
people and better outcomes for our
customers.
In the Quilter Plc inaugural submission
to the PRI in 2019, we achieved an A
rating in strategy and governance, and
an above median rating in active
ownership. We continue to align our
philosophy and investment approach with
the expectations and guidance of the PRI.

Quilter Plc group is also represented on
TISA’s Responsible and Sustainable
Investment Committee. The committee has
a broad purpose to develop understanding,
engage with regulators and look to
implement plans and industry guidance with
respect to Responsible and Sustainable
Investment. As part of this Quilter is actively
engaged in promoting best practice and
seeks to address issues that require
collective effort and action.
Quilter plc is a member of the Institutional
Investors Group on Climate Change (IIGCC)
which plays an important role in taking
action on climate change and supporting
the move to net zero.
Quilter Investors is also a member of the
Investment Association (UK trade body), the
Investor Group of the 30% Club and UKSIF
(The UK Sustainable Investment and Finance
Association). This facilitates collaboration
with other investors. In particular, we work
with the Investment Association and its
members to fully understand and prepare
for regulatory implementation and actions
on climate change, in addition to forward
planning on sustainable finance public policy
and fund-level communications of
Responsible Investment.

Contributing to industry-wide
consultations
Quilter has contributed to several
consultation and discussion papers during
2021, including:
FCA Consultation Paper (CP21/24) – Diversity
and inclusion on company boards and
executive committees;
Joint FCA, PRA and Bank of England
Discussion Paper DP21/2 on “Diversity and
inclusion in the financial sector – working
together to drive change” June 2021;
FCA Consultation Paper (CP21/17) –
Enhancing climate-related disclosures by
asset managers, life insurers, and FCAregulated pension providers;
and FCA discussion paper on product labels
and sustainability disclosure requirements
(DP21-4).
While we have broadly been in support of
the content, we have offered suggestions of
refinements in each case and have sought
opinions across Quilter to ensure that
different customer types are represented
within the feedback process.

Additionally, we have a representative on
the Impact Investing Institute’s Learning
Panel. We do this to promote best practice
and seek to address issues that require
collective effort and action.
Quilter Investors ESG Report 2020
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Governance
and oversight

Future
priorities

From the beginning of 2022 we have
had an ambitious set of priorities to
continue to move Quilter Investors
forward in Responsible Investment.
We have made great strides in 2021
however there is a lot more to do in
the coming year.

We continue to prioritise
climate and supporting
decarbonisation, with an
intention to ultimately
commit to a net zero target
as part of Quilter. We see
engagement as an
important part of this.

In 2022 expansion on solutions that meet
the needs of customers looking for explicit
responsible and sustainable objectives is a
key priority for us. The first quarter of 2022
has seen us work closely with the Quilter
Investment Platform to help them launch a
managed portfolio service to provide
choice to such customers in WealthSelect
Responsible and WealthSelect Sustainable.
As we go through 2022 we will continue to
work on the development of further
options for our customers, including across
the unitised fund of funds space.
In addition, we continue to work more
actively on engagement, working in more
and more depth with our managers to
challenge and probe any areas of
responsible investment and ESG risk that
may arise in portfolios. We are also
prioritising working with our managers
proactively around themes such as climate,
water and human rights.
As a fund-of-funds business, data continues
to be both a challenge and a priority for us
and we continue to work on our data
capabilities, particularly in having accurate
and extensive underlying holdings data to
provide ever more detail at portfolio, fund
and underlying holdings level.

A core part of our work on holdings with a
responsible or sustainable objective is a
deep dive ESG-specific analysis, focusing on
a deep dive analysis of how ESG is
embedded into the philosophy, people,
process and portfolio holdings of the target
fund. This is deep dive analysis framework is
something we are rolling out across all of
our sub-advised strategies in 2022 which
gives detailed analysis from a purely ESG
perspective both from a quantitative and
qualitative perspective.
We continue to prioritise climate and
support decarbonisation, with an intention
to ultimately commit to a net zero target as
part of Quilter. We see engagement as an
important part of this.
Lastly, we continue to develop our team
and our business, working collaboratively
across Quilter to ensure that we are
responsive to emerging regulatory, industry
and reporting requirements as well as
education both internally and with our
advisors and customers.

Ultimate responsibility for environmental and
social matters – captured in the Responsible
Wealth Manager Strategy - resides with the
Quilter Plc Board, which is delegated to the
Board Corporate Governance and
Nominations Committee.
Responsibility for the Responsible Wealth
Manager Strategy is delegated to the Quilter
CEO, who is supported by the Executive
Committee in discharging his responsibilities.
The CEO and Executive Committee are
supported by the Responsible Investment
Steering Committee, which provides
executive oversight, direction and monitoring
of the responsible investment strategy and is
chaired by the CEO. The intention is to
formally expand the remit of this committee
to the entire Responsible Wealth Manager
strategy this year. Day-to-day responsibility
for the development and delivery of the
Responsible Wealth Manager strategy is
delegated to the Responsible Wealth
Manager Working Group, chaired and led by
the Quilter Investors Managing Director.
The Responsible Investment team is led by
the Head of Responsible Investment, who
reports directly to the Managing Director and
interim Chief Investment Officer (CIO) of
Quilter Investors, Dean Bowden. This direct
reporting line underpins the strategic
importance that we place on Responsible
Investment. As well as being executive
sponsor for Quilter Investors for the
Responsible Investment Programme, Dean
Bowden is executive sponsor for Responsible
Investment and Corporate Sustainability
agenda across Quilter Plc.
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Useful links to
related Quilter Plc
and Quilter
Investors policies

Quilter Investors
policies and reports
– Engagement Policy
– Responsible Investment Policy
– Annual Voting report
– Remuneration Policy

Quilter policies
– Code of Conduct
– Community Investment
– Environmental Standard
– Human Rights
– Supplier Code of Conduct
– Tax Strategy
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Quilter Investors:
expertly designed
multi-asset solutions.
For more information visit quilterinvestors.com

Investment involves risk. The value of investments and the income from them may go down as well as up
and investors may not get back the amount originally invested. Because of this, an investor is not certain
to make a profit on an investment and may lose money. Exchange rate changes may cause the value of
overseas investments to rise or fall.
This communication is issued by Quilter Investors Limited and Quilter Investors Portfolio Management Limited
which trade as “Quilter Investors” and are part of the Quilter plc group.
Quilter Investors Limited and Quilter Investors Portfolio Management Limited are registered in England
and Wales under numbers 04227837 and 03056894 respectively. Registered Office at Senator House,
85 Queen Victoria Street, London, EC4V 4AB. Quilter Investors Limited is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority (FRN: 208543). Quilter Investors Portfolio Management Limited is authorised
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FRN: 175524).
Quilter Investors is not licensed or regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore (“MAS”) in Singapore.
This document has not been reviewed by MAS.
This communication is issued for information purposes only. Quilter Investors uses all reasonable skill and care
in compiling the information in this communication which is accurate only on the date of this communication.
You should not rely upon the information in this communication in making investment decisions. Nothing in this
communication constitutes advice or personal recommendation. This communication should not be construed as
a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any securities or related financial instruments in any jurisdiction.
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